Who We Are

Founded in 2006, Genesan has rapidly taken its place as a leading source of ecological
and biotechnological cleaning products in the United States.
Working in conjunction with our partner, Pollet of Tournai, Belgium we continue to
develop ecological and sustainable solutions from non-toxic and renewable sources.

Our Mission
To be a well-managed organization defined by its dedication to bringing only the
finest cleaning products, equipment, training and support to our distributor partners
and ultimately, to their customers.
We will continue to expect only the highest levels of expertise and commitment from
our team of experienced cleaning professionals.
We pledge to bring to market only those products:
			

Deemed superior in performance and in value

			

Meet or surpass rigorous third-party environmental testing

			

Proven to pose no human health risks when in use

Our Justification
We believe it’s important to document and verify our products’ efficacy, safety and
sustainable attributes. Genesan offers one of the highest percentages of unclassified
(the safest rating available using the new GHS standards) products within the cleaning
industry. In addition, our products have earned third party certifications for efficacy,
green chemistry and biobase content from numerous highly respected organizations
and independent testing laboratories.

SITES:
Our Competitive Advantage
Genesan is a company that specializes in delivering exceptionally high value, concentrated
cleaning products via a variety of dilution control options. We have created a program we call,
SITES to describe the five levels of commitment that we feel clearly describe Genesan’s
competitive advantage in today’s crowded marketplace.

Pollet and Genesan participate jointly in supporting international carbon offset programs
certified by CO2 Logic. Our financial support of these programs effectively neutralizes the
CO2 generated in transporting to the US those Genesan products manufactured in Europe.
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Floor Protection

By combining cleaning and protection into a
single step, we help make floor maintenance
easier. A protected floor is not only easier to
maintain, but produces higher gloss and provides
a safer walking surface.

Floor Cleaner & Protectant

LINPOL GREEN AD

Concentrated natural liquid soap that is USDA certified 96%
plant-based. Cleans and enhances the appearance of all floors
especially terrazzo, natural stones, polished concrete, gym and
synthetic floors. Regular use will reduce the frequency of costly
tasks such as stripping and scrub & recoats while maintaining a
high level of cleanliness and gloss.
Dilution Ratio: 1:200/1:128

GEN113 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN165 - 2/5 L Closed Loop
GEN226BPS - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop
GEN828 - LinPol Green Intro Pack

Daily Cleaning of Hard Floors

DELTA MILD

GEN64 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN68 - 6/2 L Squeeze & Pour
GEN95 - 55 Gallon Drum
GEN167 - 2/5 L Closed Loop 1:256
GEN209 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:256
GEN225BPS - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop
GEN809 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:256
Fragrance free

An environmentally preferred neutral floor cleaning concentrate
that is safe for all types of resilient flooring. Autoscubber or
mop bucket application.
A fragrance-free version of Delta Mild (GEN809) is available in
POD format.
Dilution Ratio: 1:256

LINPOL GLOSS

Cleaning and Protection for High Gloss Floors

Natural concentrated liquid soap developed specifically to clean
and protect floors where high gloss levels are required. Mop
bucket or autoscrubber application.

GEN844 - 2/5 L Closed Loop 1:256
GEN853 - 4/2 L Closed Loop 1:256

Dilution Ratio: 1:256

Deep Cleaning and Food Degreaser

Dilution Ratio: 1:80 - Daily mopping
1:32 - Deep Scrub/Carpet Pretreat
1:7 - Power Spray & Wipe

POLGREEN NEUTRAL
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GEN04 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN72 - 55 Gallon Drum
GEN73 - 6/2 L Squeeze & Pour
GEN169 - 2/5 L Closed Loop (No tip)
GEN212 - 4/2 L Closed Loop (No tip)

Daily Cleaning of Hard Floors

A neutral detergent concentrate for the daily care of all types of
hard flooring. Mop bucket or autoscrubber application.

Dilution Ratio: 1:256
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Multi-use power cleaner that removes embedded soils and
food greases from kitchen floors. Other uses include; cleaning
VCT prior to re-coating; pretreating carpets. On surfaces that
might contact food, a potable rinse is recommended.
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DELTA ULTRA

GEN91 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN92 - 6/2 L Squeeze & Pour
GEN210 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:256

Floor Protection

Floorcare
Therefore, it is crucial to maintain the floor correctly. It
has to be cleaned and protected without being attacked by
overly harsh cleansers. Genesan has found the ideal solution,
making your life easier and your floors cleaner.

Premium Floor Finish

ECOGLOSS
An environmentally-friendly, high gloss floor finish that contains no
phthalates, perfumes or coloring agents. Only four coats needed
to produce a wet look gloss level. Independent tests confirm that
EcoGloss actually improves slip resistance. 26% solids.

GEN135 - 4/5 L Open Loop

Enzymatic Cleaner & Degreaser
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A neutral, biologic cleaner/degreaser that utilizes enzymes
specifically developed to break down food grease. Best used
in bakeries, commercial kitchens or food distribution warehouses.

GEN87 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN223 - 4/2 L Closed Loop 1:64
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ENZYFLOOR

Dilution Ratio: 1:64 - Bottle Application
1:128- Bucket or Austoscrubber

Hydrogen Peroxide Cleaner

OXYPURE H202
A versatile, all-purpose cleaner for glass, chrome, mirrors, desks,
counters. Also removes spots from carpeting. Cleans and whitens
grout lines. Utilizes a pharmaceutical grade hydrogen peroxide.
Prior to use on carpets, test for color fastness. Made in the USA.

GEN115 - 4/1 G Closed Loop
GEN221 - 4/2 L Closed Loop 1:64

Dilution Ratio: 1:64

Cleaning & Degreasing of Hard Floors
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An alkaline cleaner for use in food environments where heavyduty greases are present. Developed for use with automatic
dilution control.
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DELTA GREEN AD

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

Cleaning & Degreasing of Hard Floors

Dilution Ratio: 1:100 - 1:30
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An alkaline cleaner for use in food environments where heavyduty greases are present. Developed for customers who prefer
to dilute manually.
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DELTA

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

Restroom Care

Restroom Cleaning
& Odor Control
Our restroom cleaners are formulated using Nature’s most efficient non-pathogenic bacterial
strains. These bacteria produce super enzymes that not only clean but destroy odors and the
bacteria that causes odor. Our biotechnology works for 21 days alleviating the need for
constant maintenance in high traffic restrooms.

SANITARY

Bioacidic Foaming Shower Cleaner

A unique bio-acid cleaner suitable for daily use in the cleaning of
restroom fixtures, showers, locker rooms, etc. Counteracts the build
up of body oils, soap scum, mineral deposits, etc. Acidity removes
stains from porcelain. Whitens grout.
Shower Foam Pack available.

GEN175 - 4/5L Open Loop
GEN214 - 4/2L POD Closed Loop NO Tip
GEN236 - 4/2L POD Closed Loop 1:32
GEN830 - Shower Foam Pack
Foaming Trigger Unit &
2 Cases of GEN236

Dilution Ratio: 1:64 (Bottle) 1:32 (Foam or Grout Cleaning)

ENZYSAN 2000

Concentrated Biobased Cleaner/Deodorizer

Concentrated biobased and enzymatic cleaner/deodorizer for
the cleaning and deodorizing of restrooms and other malodorous
locations. Polbio Enzysan 2000 controls odor in three ways; a
smell neutralizer, a residual scent and finally, through the action of
healthy bacteria which consume the source of the odor for up to
21 days.

GEN65- 6/2 L Squeeze & Pour
GEN132 - 2/5 L Open Loop
GEN170 - 2/5 L Closed Loop 1:64
GEN211 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:64
GEN224BPS - 4/2 L Closed Loop

Dilution Ratio: 1:64 Bottle/1:128 Bucket

ENZYSAN

Biobased Cleaner/Deodorizer

Biobased and enzymatic cleaner/deodorizer which controls
odor in three distinct ways; a smell neutralizer, a residual scent
and finally, through the action of healthy bacteria to consume
the odor’s source. Remains active against odor for up to 21
days. A less-concentrated version of Enzysan 2000.

GEN02 - 2/5 L Open Loop
58%

Dilution Ratio: 1:20

R-T-U Bowl Cleaning Gel

ENZYGEL
Biobased cleaning and descaling gel for toilets and urinals.
Removes mineral deposits and stains. Cleans and provides a
pleasant odor. Helps to maintainand deodorize drains.
Eucalyptus fragrance.

GEN110 - 12/750 ml

Ready-to-Use

POLGREEN WC

R-T-U Bioacidic Bowl Cleaning Gel

Bioacidic toilet and urinal cleaner. Unique bioacid formula
works to removes mineral build up and staining from hard
water. Helps maintain and keep floor drains odor-free.
Pine fragrance.
Ready-to-Use

GEN117 - 12/750 ml

We offer a selection of products for treating all industrial soils ranging from vegetable and animal oils to
petroleum greases on every type of floor (epoxy, concrete…) in both, food and non-food environments.

Polbio
Enzyoil

Polgreen
Industry

Organic/Natural oils
Organic greases
Mineral &
Hydrocarbon oils

Tire marks
Residues of soot
Tar
Grease

v
v

v
v

v
v
v
v

Polgrease Firecleaner Megawash Cleaner G

Rubberclean

SS 50

v
v
v
v
v

v
v
v

v
v

v
v

v
v
v

Large vehicle washing

v
v

Printing Inks
Acrylic Paint Residues

ENZYOIL

Biotechnological Degreasing of Hydrocarbons

Degreaser for floors soiled with residues of hydrocarbons and
mineral oils. Its beneficial bacteria digest hydrocarbons, oils and
greases.

GEN88 - 4/5 L Open Looped

Dilution Ratio: 1:25 - 1:12

Powerful Ecological Degreaser
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Ecological degreaser for the intensive degreasing of oils, organic
and mineral greases as well as the removal of stubborn tire
marks. Appropriate for the cleaning of surfaces which can be in
contact with food. Spray, bucket or power washing applications.
No fragrance.
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INDUSTRY

GEN836 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN846 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop

Dilution Ratio: 1:100 Daily 1:20 Deep Clean 1:5 Restoration

Enzymatic Cleaner and Degreaser of Food Wastes

ENZYFLOOR

Dilution Ratio: 1:128
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Enzymatic cleaner and degreaser that utilizes an abundance of
enzymes to rapidly break down food oils and greases found on
floors in food preparation areas, bakeries, delicatessens, etc.
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Hydrocarbons
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Mineral greases

v
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Enzyfloor
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Soil Type

GEN87 - 4/5 L Open Looped
GEN223 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:128

Industrial
Products
Nosspécialités
spécialités
Nos

Industrial Cleaning &
Degreasing

Powerful degreaser for organic greases, hardened or not.
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This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

Industrial Solvent

POLTECH POLGREASE
Solented degreaser for washing industrial vehicles and floors.
Eliminates mineral greases, dirty oil and tar marks.

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

Post Fire Cleaner

POLTECH FIRECLEANER
ed
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Powerful concentrated cleaning product for residues of soot
(after fire), printing inks and acrylic paint residues.
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Carwash detergent for the mechanical cleaning of rolling stock.
Appropriate for the majority of the applications, whether for
the bodywork, tarpaulins, plastic covers,…

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

Versatile Industrial Cleaner
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Powerful degreaser/cleaner for mineral stains (draining oils,
synthetic and natural oils) and organic stains (fatty-acids,
triglycerides, butter, margarine, chocolate,…).
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POLTECH CLEANER G

POLTECH RUBBERCLEAN

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

Truck Wash

POLTECH MEGAWASH
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Industrial
Products
Nos
spécialités

Powerful Industrial Degreaser

POLTECH DECAPLUS

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

Caustic Product for Rubber Removal

Industrial caustic solution for the elimination of residues of
rubber or gum in thick layers (unburnt residues).

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

POLTECH SS 50
Powerful solvented degreaser for hardened or thick layers
of mineral oils. Appropriate for the maintenance o greaseencrusted floors and concrete.

Powerful Solvent Degreaser

This Product is Not Currently
Available in the United States

As pioneers in the development of ecological cleaning, we are one of the only manufacturers to
offer multiple and global eco-seals, such as the EU Ecolabel, Ecologo and Green Seal. Many of our
products also meet the USDA BioPreferred standard which assures you that a significant
percentage of the product’s compostion is derived from renewable resources (life -inspired origins).
Furthermore, all Genesan products are certified CO2 neutral with regard to transport carbon.

Floorcare
Floor Cleaning & Protection

LINPOL GREEN
Concentrated natural liquid soap that is USDA certified 96%
plant-based. Cleans and enhances the appearance of all floors
especially terrazzo, natural stones, polished concrete, gym and
synthetic floors. Regular use will reduce the frequency of costly
tasks such as stripping and scrub & recoats while maintaining a
high level of cleanliness and gloss.
Dilution Ratio: 1:200/1:128

GEN113 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN165 - 2/5 L Closed Loop
GEN226BPS - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop
GEN828 - LinPol Green Intro Pack

Daily Cleaning of Hard Floors

DELTA MILD 2000

GEN64 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN68 - 6/2 L Squeeze & Pour
GEN95 - 55 Gallon Drum
GEN167 - 2/5 L Closed Loop 1:256
GEN209 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:256
GEN225BPS - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop
GEN809 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:256
Fragrance free

An environmentally preferred neutral floor cleaning
concentrate that is safe for all types of resilient flooring.
Autoscrubber or mop bucket application.
Dilution Ratio: 1:256

Premium Floor Finish

ECOGLOSS
An environmentally-friendly, high gloss floor finish that contains
no phthalates, perfumes or coloring agents. No more than
four coats required to produce a «wet look» gloss level. Tests
confirm that EcoGloss actually improves slip resistance.
26% solids.

GEN135 - 4/5 L Open Loop

Degreasing

Dilution Ratio: 1:100/1:20/1:5
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Concentrated degreaser for the intensive degreasing of oils,
organic and mineral greases as well as the removal of stubborn
tire marks. Appropriate for the cleaning of surfaces which can
be in contact with food. Spray, autoscrubber or power washer
applications.
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INDUSTRY

Removal of Oils, Organic and Mineral Greases

GEN836 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN846 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop

Ecology
Nos Gammes Ecologiques

Our Ecological
Commitment

Glass & Surface Cleaner

INDOORS
An exceptional glass and surface cleaning concentrate for the
removal of light soil from glass, mirrors, desk and counters,
telephones, plastic laminates and chrome. Contains no
ammonia.
Green Seal certified.

GEN66 - 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN67 - 6/2 L Squeeze & Pour
GEN168 - 2/5 L Closed Loop 1:64
GEN213 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:64

Dilution Ratio: 1:64

Powerful RTU Spray Cleaner

DELTA ULTRA RTU
A ready-to-use, alkaline spray cleaner & degreaser that works
on contact to remove embedded soils, grease, ink, marker and
graffiti.

GEN129 - 12/US Quart Case

Ready-to-Use

RTU Dual Purpose Spray Cleaner

2inONE
Versatile ready-to-use carpet spotter and hard surface cleaner
removes difficult stains from carpeting as well as stubborn
soils from counter tops, walls, doors, etc. Leaves no residue.
Contains no solvents. Wool safe. Non-aerosol.

GEN163 - 6/750 ml Case

Ready-to-Use

CLEAN PROTECT

Stainless Steel Cleaner/Protectant
GEN107 - 6/750 ml Case

A ready-to-use stainless steel cleaner that resists water spotting
and fingerprints. Also rejuvenates vinyl surfaces and natural
stone counters. Non-aerosol.
Ready-to-Use

OXYPURE H202

Oxygenated Surface Cleaner

A multi-purpose surface cleaning concentrate safe for glass,
counters, floors and carpeting. Cleans and brightens grout
lines. Removes carpets spots.

GEN115 - 4/1 Gal. Closed Loop
GEN221 - 4/2 L POD Closed Loop 1:64

Dilution Ratio: 1:64
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A ready-to-use glass & surface cleaner that leaves no residue.
Food safe.

RTU Glass & Surface Cleaner
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POLSHEAN
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Multi Purpose

Surface Cleaning

Ready-to-Use

GEN845 - 6/1 L Case

RTU Disinfectant/Cleaner

HYPERFECT RTU
An alkaline, ready-to-use disinfectant/cleaner. Effective against
Norovirus and Rhinovirus. Tuberculocide. Hospital grade.
An excellent cleaner.

GEN114 - 12/US Quart Case

Ready-to-Use

HYPERFECT 256
Hospital grade, broad spectrum disinfectant concentrate.
Neutral pH. Fragrance- and dye-free.

Fragrance-free Disinfectant/Cleaner

GEN104 - 4/US Gal Case Closed Loop
GEN215 - 4/0.5 US Gal POD Closed Loop 1:256

Dilution Ratio: 1:256

NEUTRAFECT
Hospital grade, broad spectrum disinfectant concentrate.
Light citrus scent. Neutral pH.

Disinfectant/Cleaner
GEN102 - 4/US Gal Case Closed Loop
GEN216 - 4/0.5 US Gal POD Closed Loop 1:64

Dilution Ratio: 1:64

GENEFECT
An alkaline, hospital grade, broad spectrum disinfectant
concentrate. Fresh scent. Excellent cleaner.

Disinfectant/Cleaner
GEN100 - 4/US Gal Case Closed Loop
GEN217 - 4/0.5 US Gal POD Closed Loop 1:64

Dilution Ratio: 1:64

CONTACT64
An alkaline, hospital grade, broad spectrum disinfectant
concentrate. Fresh scent. Excellent cleaner.
EPA rated effective against non-enveloped viruses such as
EV-68D and Ebola.

Disinfectant/Cleaner
GEN849 - 4/US Gal Case Closed Loop
GEN850 - 4/0.5 US Gal POD Closed Loop 1:64

Dilution Ratio: 1:64

CONTACT256
An alkaline, hospital grade, broad spectrum disinfectant
concentrate. Fragrance- and dye-free. Excellent cleaner.
EPA rated effective against non-enveloped viruses such as
EV-D68 and Ebola.
Dilution Ratio: 1:256

Disinfectant/Cleaner
GEN851 - 4/US Gal Case Closed Loop
GEN852 - 4/0.5 US Gal POD Closed Loop 1:64

Disinfectant/Cleaners
Nos
Gammes Ecologiques

Disinfection and
Sanitization

Food-safe
Food-safe Disinfectant/Sanitizer

HYPERSAN
GEN140 - 4/1 US Gal Case Closed Loop

A concentrated food-safe disinfectant that may also be used to
sanitize cooking utensils, glasses and dishware.
Dilution Ratio: 1:200 (Disinfectant)
1:512 (Sanitizer)

Enzymatic All-Purpose Cleaner
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Concentrated enzymatic cleaner for all kitchen surfaces: floors,
walls, counters, etc. Safe for washing dinnerware, glasses and
cutlery.

GEN133 - 4/5 L Open Loop
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ENZYDETERGENT

Dilution Ratio: 1:128

Enzymatic Floor Cleaner/Degreaser

ENZYFLOOR
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GEN87- 4/5 L Open Loop
GEN223 - 4/2L POD Closed Loop 1:64
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Concentrated enzymatic floor cleaner and degreaser for floors
soiled with food proteins, greases and oils. Safe for use in food
prep locations, commercial kitchens, bakeries, deli, etc.
Dilution Ratio: 1:64

How EnzyFloor Works

Substrate (soils) are attracted to
and bind themselves to active
enzymes in the
EnzyFloor solution

Each enzyme begins to alter its
shape rapidly causing the
soil to lose its attraction
to the enzyme

Soils are released by the
enzyme into the
cleaning solution
and are easily removed

Accurate and dependable dilution control is a critical part of every cleaning and sanitation
program. Reliable dispensers help minimize the possibility of incorrect and expensive over dilution
as well as the risk of under diluting disinfectant products. Locking cabinets ensure
against theft, tampering or dangerous accidental spillage. Genesan’s wall-mounted dilution control
equipment is manufactured by DEMA Engineering, a world leader in chemical handling.
We also offer point-of-delivery (POD) trigger units (page 16) that allow the convenience of
filling bottles, buckets and autoscrubbers even when a janitorial closet is not at-hand. All dilution
equipment is offered with instructive, laminated color wall charts customized with your company
logo and contact information.

Wall Mount/Multi Product

EXTREME/DIAL-A-MIX
Our most versatile wall mount dilution control system combines
dependability with the capacity to dispense up to eight
products while maintaining a small footprint. Selector dials
allow the user to choose both the product and how to dispense
it; bottle- or bucket-fill.
The Extreme/Dial-A-Mix accomodates multiple 2 Liter-sized or
5 Liter-sized locking cabinets. Quad storage denotes unit has 4
locking cabinets. Dual storage units have 2 locking cabinets.
Units ship assembled with all mounting hardware.

GEN147 - Extreme/D-A-M (Control Unit Only)
GEN150 - Extreme/D-A-M w/2L Quad Storage (shown)
GEN151 - Extreme/D-A-M w/5L Quad Storage
GEN156 - Extreme/D-A-M w/5L Dual Storage
GEN177 - Extreme/D-A-M w/2L Dual Storage

Wall Mount/Two Product

EXTREME/TWO-BUTTON
A wall mount unit perfect when dispensing only two products
(or a single product when filling both bottles and buckets).
Ships assembled with all mounting hardware.

GEN152 - Extreme/Two-Button (Control Unit Only)
GEN153 - Extreme/Two-Button w/2L Dual Storage
GEN154 - Extreme/Two-Button w/5L Dual Storage
GEN192 - Extreme/Two-Button Bottle & Bucket (shown)

Wall Mount/Single Product

EXTREME/ONE-BUTTON
A wall mount unit that dispenses a single product for either
bottle or bucket filling. Accomodates both 2L and 5L locking
cabinets. Ships assembled with all mounting hardware.

PODIUM.4
A wall mount unit designed to hold up to 4 POD products in a
very small footprint or corner. Simply turn the large selector
dial until it points to your choice of product. Features a very
convenient one-handed bottle fill port. Button-activated
bucket fill or choose the remote fill option. Lockable.
Ships fully assembled with mounting hardware and product
labeling decals.

GEN157 - Extreme/One-Button 2L Bucket Fill (shown)
GEN158 - Extreme/One-Button 5L Bucket Fill
GEN159 - Extreme/One-Button 5L Bottle Fill
GEN160 - Extreme/One-Button 2L Bottle Fill

Wall Mount/Multi 2L Product
GEN842 - PODIUM.4 w/Button Activation Bucket Fill
GEN842RF - PODIUM.4 w/Remote Fill Hose

Dilution Control

Chemical Dispensing Equipment

POD Accessories

POD TRIGGER UNITS
DUAL FLOW WHITE TRIGGER

GEN237

Universal Trigger for dispensing all tipped POD concentrates.
Attaches directly to the concentrate bottle and nearby water
source. Rotate selector dial for filling either bottle (1 GPM) or
bucket (3.5 GPM).
Place fill hose inside container to be filled and depress thumb
plate to activate. Release plate to stop.
Qwik hose connector included with each unit.

RED TRIGGER - 1:64/BUCKET FILLING

GEN200

4 GPM trigger designed to dispense untipped POD concentrates
(Delta Ultra GEN212) at 2 oz/gallon (1:64) when filling mop
buckets, autoscrubbers, extractors, etc. On/off value is sidemounted.
Qwik hose connector included with each unit.

GREEN TRIGGER - LINPOL GREEN AD ONLY

GEN227

4 GPM trigger designed to dispense ONLY LinPol Green AD.
LinPol Green AD is a viscose product and GEN227 is internally
tipped to deliver a ready-to-use solution of between 0.75 and 1
oz/gallon at 4 GPM.
Qwik hose connector included with each unit.

FOAMING ATTACHMENT

GEN206

An up-date for 2015, the foaming attachment now connects to the
Dual Flow White Trigger (GEN237). Best used with POD concentrates
that are untipped. When foaming, the selector dial should be turned
to the bucket-fill setting. Now available in white.
Qwik hose connector included with each unit.

FOAMING TRIGGER

GEN2019

An entirely new product that converts easily from bottle/bucket-filling to
foaming applications. Ergonomic styling reduces user fatigue. A single lever
switches from chemical dispensing to water only for rinsing.
Unit included when purchasing Shower Foaming Pack (GEN830).
Qwik hose connector included with each unit.

POD HOOK-UP KIT
Kit includes all fittings, etc. needed to attach POD triggers to a
commercial faucet.
Items Included: 6’ braided supply hose with brass fittings
Thread-on chrome backflow preventer
Y-valve splitter

GEN208

METRIC CONVERSION CHART
1 Fluid Ounce

=

30ml

1 Quart

=

32 Ounces

=

1 Gallon

=

128 Ounces =

960 ml
3.85 Liters

750 ml

=

25 Ounces

2 Liters

=

0.53 Gallons

5 Liters

=

1.32 Gallons

20 Liters

=

5.28 Gallons

SHIPPING WEIGHTS
# Pieces/Case

Case Weight

# Case/Pallet

Pallet Weight

6/2 Liter		

30

55

1650

4/2 Liter (POD)

22

64

1408

4/5 Liter		

48

32

1536

2/5 Liter		

24

64

1536

4/1 Gallon		

35

36

1260

4/0.5 Gallon (POD)

18

80

1440

6/Quart		

14

88

1232

12/Quart		

28

60

1680

6/750 ml		

10

64

640

12/750 ml		

20

65

1300

Weights & Measures

THE NUMBERS

GENESAN LLC:
		

		
		
		
		
		

PO Box 400
12 Bartlett Road
Gorham, Maine 04038
U.S.A.
Phone: 877.854.0072
Fax: 207.856.0001
www.cleaneasier.com
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